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A STUDY OF THE COMPLIANCE OF THE GASEOUS EFFLUENT SAMPLING

AND MONITORING SYSTEM WITH INTERIM CRITERIA --

296-B-I0 STACK, WASTE ENCAPSULATION AND STORAGE FACILITY

INTRODUCTION

A study is underway by Battelle-Northwest to evaluate existing

gaseous effluent sampling systems in ARHCO process buildings, in-

cluding the 225-B Waste Encapsulation and Storage Facility (WESF).
[I]

An interim report concerning the WESF effluent sampling systems

was issued in March of 1975.

Sampling systems for particles present in the plant's main

exhaust stack, 296-B-I0, and in the stages of the K-I and K-3

HEPA filter banks were described in that report. Theoretical models

with which to estimate the efficiency of the particulate sample

collection devices were developed and presented in the appendix of

the interim report. Using those models and accepted design prac-

tices [2] the efficiency and design of the existing sample collec-

tion devices were evaluated. Finally, various improvements to the

devices were suggested. It was, however, emphasized in the interm

report that a performance evaluation and firm recommendations could

not be made until definite design criteria stating the purpose andd

performance demands of the particulate collection devices were

formulated.

Since the writing of that interim report ARHCO has issued a

document entitled "Interim Radioactive Gaseous Effluent Sampling

and Monitoring Criteria for ARHCO Facilities", a copy of which is

included in Appendix A. The document lists many performance

criteria for both the sample collection devices and the instrumenta-

tion for continuously monitoring the radioactivity of the collected

particulates and gases. These criteria allow an evaluation of the

ability of sample collection and monitoring equipment to perform

the required tasks.
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OBJECTIVE

The objective of this report is to evaluate the compliance

of the WESF exhaust stack air sampler and monitor with the in-

terim criteria established by ARHCO, and to recommend correc-

tive actions. This evaluation is based on the previous analysis

of the sample collection device contained in BNWL-B-408 and

recently gathered information on the sample monitoring instru-

mentation and sample collection device.

Since this is the first time the interim criteria will be

used in an evaluation, the first section of the report will address

interpreting the criteria for the case of the facility in ques-

tion. This will be followed by brief descriptions of the sampling _

and monitoring equipment and then an evaluation of their compliance

with the criteria. A recommended plan for corrective action will

then be presented.

The methods used in radiochemical laboratory analysis of the

collected particulate samples have a major bearing on the accuracy

of final reported concentrations of released radioactive effluents.

This subject will not be addressed in this report. A study group

has been formed to consider current laboratory procedures. The -

findings of that study are expected to be issued in a future doc-

ument. Since the analytical procedures for the air samples from all

of ARHCO's facilities are similar, the review will probably cover

several facilities. -

SUMMARY

The gaseous effluent sampling and monitoring systems for the

principal gaseous effluent of the Waste Encapsulation and Storage

Facility, the 296-B-I0 stack, were evaluated for compliance with

ARHCO's interim criteria for such systems (see Appendix A). Prior

to the evaluation it was found necessary to carefully interpret the

criteria. The s_nplin 9 criteria particularly required rather

detailed interpretation since they were written with the assump-

tion that the reader would have an understanding of air sampling
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design practices and air sample analytical techniques. The mon-

itoring criteria were generally stated such that the desired in-

- terpretation was clear. There were found, however, two criteria

to be in conflict with each other.

The sampling system was found to have certain st12ngths and

weaknesses. Generally, it was concluded that the samples being

collected were not representative of the effluent airstream to the

degree specified by the criteria. However, if the particulates

were proved to be submicron in aerodynamic size in all circumstan-

ces, the samples are likely to be representative, if not up to ti_e

requirements. The main contributors to non-representative sam-

pling were the delivery lines (65.70 feet long), ten bends, sublso-

kinetic sampling and the collector/detector. A particularly strong

point of the sampling system was the choice of the location to

extract the sample.

The monitoring system was found to be adequate in terms of

range, most facets of operation and trend indication. Howe_er,

the counting efficiency of the detection element was not deter-

mined or routinely checked for the beta emitting radionuclides

which are of prime interest in the effluent. There were also no

"fail safe" alarms to warn of malfunction of the instruments or

, collector vacuum. Other strengths and weaknesses of both the sampl-

ing and monitoring systems are detailed in the report.

Several recommendations for improvements in the elements of

the sampling and monitoring program which are not in compliance

" with the criteria are outlined in the report. The deficiencies

of the sampling system require extensive redesign to satisfy the

criteria. Nine specific improvements were outlined for the sampl-

ing system. The weaknesses of the monitoring system should be

" relatively easily remedied and three suggestions for corrective

action were listed.

INTERPRETATION OF CRITERIA

The criteria for sampling and monitoring gaseous effluent

streams are intended as guidelines to aid in designing or upgrading



sampling systems and procedures. They are also useful as perfor-

mance standards against which gaseous effluent monitoring and sam-

pling equipmelit can be evaluated. The criteria are divided into

two sections -- "Sampling Criteria", and "Monitoring Criteria".

Both sections are intended for both particulate and gaseous radio-

nuclides; however, since only particulates have been a concern in

the sampling program at the WESF, only those portions relating to

particulate radionuclides will be discussed here.

Although the interim criteria cover many important facets of

obtaining radioactive particulate samples and their monitoring, there

are some points of good air sampling practice assumed to be under-

stood. Since it is important to have a common understanding and a

rational interpretation of what the criteria mean, the statements

relative to sampling and monitoring will be discussed in the follow-

ing two sections.

SAMPLING CRITERIA

The sampling criteria cover the extraction, transport and col-

lection of a sample of the suspended particulates from an effluent

airstream. The extraction process involves the selection of the

location in the airstream from which the sample is taken, the choice

of the size of the sample aliquot and the separation of the sample air-

stream from the effluent. After being separated from the effluent,

the sample air_tream plus suspended particulates are transported to

the collection medium. At the collection medium the sampled par-

ticulates are separated from the sample airstream and held for mon-

itoring or analysis.

In the sampling criteria the term "representative" is used fre-

quently. Before proceeding to discuss each criterion it is important

to understand what "representative" means. A sample airstream which

is representative" is one in which the concentration of suspended

particulates is equal to the concentration in the total effluent.

Also, the size distribution of particulates in the sample airstream is

the same as that of the bulk effluent. The collected particulate sample

is "representative" when its mass divided by the amount of sample air

it was collected from equals the average concentration in the effluent.

Many of the criteria set limits as to how far the samole airstre,_ ,_-_
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the collected sample can deviate from representativeness. Others

, set requirements as to the operation of the sampling system. They

will be discussed in the same order as they are presented in the

interim criteria.

criterion 1 -- Gaseous effluent sampling systems shall "extract

' in a 24-hour period a representative fraction of the effluent stream

such that an activity release at least as low as the concentration

guides given in ERDA Appendix 0524, Annex A, Table II can be measured

with appropriate accuracy upon subsequent laboratory analysis". This

' criterion has the following footnote:

If one half of the Class I Action Level in ARH-222, ARHCO

Emergency Procedure i. 9 (or the Emergency Procedure that

governs gaseous discharges for the specific facility) is less

than the Table II concentration guides, use one half of the

Class I Action Level from the appropriate Emergency Procedure
as the basis for this criterion.

Thi_ criterion is a type of controlling criterion which covers

all the c_mponents of a sampling system and procedure except monit-

oring. Although extraction is the only phase of sampling mechanics

mentioned, the criterion implies that the radioactive particulates

are transported and collected so they can be analyzed. Briefly, the

criterion states that in a 24-hour period, during which the efflu-

ent activity concentration is equal to or exceeds stated levels, the

amount of radioactive material collected in a representative fashion

must be sufficient to permit radiochemical measurement with approp-

riate accuracy. The main issue in this criterion is the size of

the aliquot of the effluent stream which must be withdrawn in order

that the amount of radioactive particulates collected permits accurate

analysis. The criterion requires that whatever the aliquot size is,

the material collected will be "representative" of the bulk stream.

The size of the aliquot (and thus the amount of the radioactive

material collected) varies with the sample flow rate and is deter-

mined by the release level of interest and whatever constitutes

"appropriate accuracy" for the analytical technique. (Errors due

to deposition, low collection efficiency, etc., are assumed to be

negligible in interpreting this criterion.)



In order to determine the release level of interest the limits

stated in the Emergency Procedures for the WESF (Appendix D) and the

Table II values of ERDA Manual Chapter 0524 [3] must be ccnsidered.

Table I summarizes these limits. A prevailing stack flow ::ate of 18,800

SCFM was assumed. Comparing the last two columns of the table shows

that one-half the release limits of the Emergency Procedure are lower

uhan the Table II limits, the 9°Sr limit being the most restrictive.

TABLE I

RELEASE LIMITS FOR WESF

Manual

, Emergenc_ Procedure ARH-222-2.7.12 Chapter
Class I One-H_if Q524

Weekly Weekly Limit Action Level Class I Table II
Limit Concen. Concen. Concen. Concen.

Constituent C$/wk _Ci/cc uCi/cc uCi/cc uC_/cc

90Sr 1 xl0 -3 1.86 x I0-10 1.86. x i0-II 9.3 x 10-12 3 xl0 -II

137 Cs 1 x i0-2 1.86 x 10-9 1.86 x i0-I0 9.3 x 10-11 2 x i0-7

(Note_Total Beta 2 x i0-2 3.72 x i0_9 3.72 x i0-10 i.86 x i0-10 3 x I0-11 3a /

* The calculations for the concentration limits given in the Emergency Procedure are

as follows:

296-B-I0 Stack Flowrate = 18,800 cfm

Concentration (_Ci/cc) Weekly Limit Cix wk 106 UCi x min ft3
. _= wk I0,080 minx Ci 18,800 ft3 x28,317 cc

1 x I x concentration
One half Class I Action Level Concentration (uCi/cc) = _ I-_

Thus, the criterion requires that the limits of the Emergency Procedure

be used for evaluating compliance.

"Appropriate Accuracy" must be defined before it is possible to

assess compliance with this criterion. A definition of that term is

not specified in the criteria; therefore, for purposes of this evalua-

tion an accuracy of ± 10% at the 95% confidence limit for the analysis

will be assumed as "appropriate" . Since the accuracy of the counting

technique varies with the background radiation, analytical equipment,

net counting rate and counting time, certain assumptions will be made:
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i. The laboratory anal_is is performed using the existing pro-

cedure for the Beckman Wide Beta Analyzer (counting time is

o one minute) .

2. The analysis is for beta emitters as 90Sr.

3. The beta radiation background is a nominal 15 cp_

With these assumptions it can be shown* that a net counting rate

" of 400 cpm must be measured to achieve appropriate accuracy.

Once the concentration level and analysis accuracy require-

ments are established there is a minimum fraction, or sample air-

stream flow rate, of the total exhaust stream that must be in the

sample aliquot. Since the concentration level of 9°Sr is the

most restrictive, the sampler flow rate will be calculated for

that case. (The more _e_trictive the limit, the higher the sampler

flow rate must be to _ i_ect the required activity.) The followinq

is the equation used to determine beta-emitter concentrations:

_.__ = _ci rainuCi Net cpm x disintegrations x
cc 0. 383 counts 2.22 (106) disintegrations

" hr. ft3 1 1 (1)
- - X X

× F.R. ft3 x 28,317 CC 0--_ 24 hr "

The value 0.7 is the currently assumed value for the collection

efficiency of the asbestos filter (HV-70) used as a collector at

- WESF**. The counting efficiency of 0.383 is the lowest efficiency

for the wide beta analyzer. Both the filter and countinq effic-

iencies are conservative values yielding a higher calculated con-

centration than actually measured. The sampler flow rate, F.R.,

is in cubic feet per hour at stack conditions. Stack conditions

are assumed to be atmospheric pressure and 70°F, or standard con-

ditions. Thus, the sampler flow rate is in SCFH (standard cubic

feet per hour).

* The following equation allows the calculation of interval limits at the
95% confidence level.

j"Net cpm + background cpm bac_round cpm
Interval Limit = -+1.96 _sample counting time + background counting time

Substituting in the assumed values and a net count rate of 400 cpm the

interval limits are +_41 cpm or -+ 10%.

** The O.7 correction could also account for reduced counting efficiency due-

to absorption of beta particles due to embedment of the radioactive material
collected on the filter media.
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Collecting constants and solving for the sample flow rate the

above equation becomes:

Net cpmF.R. = ..... x 2.47(10 -17 ) (2)
Concentration limit

Substituting the necessary 400 cpm and the 9°Sr concentration level

required, the sampler flow rate minimum is 106 SCFH. Of course, the

strictness of £he flow rate requirements depends on how strictly one

is to observe the limits imposed by the Emergency Procedure. A

strict interpretation of the concentration criteria and the assumed

definition of "appropriate accuracy" requires a minimum flow rate of

106 SCFH (1.77 SCFM) through each sample collection system.

criterion 2 -- Gaseous effluent sampling systems shall "be

designed, fabricated, and operated so that the particles extracted

and transported to the collector will be representative to the degree

that particles i0 micrometers and smaller in the sample collected

will be at least 90% of the 10 micrometer and smaller particles in the

same volume of a truly representative sample. At least 90% of the

radioactive gases withdrawn shall be collected on the media selected

or delivered to the activity sensing chamber in flow-through mon-

itors. "

This criterion Sets a performance standard for all three areas

of sampling -- extraction (excluding, however, the location of the

sampling point), transport and collection. The standard states that

90% of particles, within an incremental size range about l0 microm-

eters, aerodynamic equivalent diameter,* in the sample aliquot at

* As pointed out in the interim report, the aerodynamic equivalent diameter

(AED) is defined as the diameter of a hypothetical particle of unit density

(water) which would have the same settllng veloclty as the actual particle.

The AED is related to _he way a parE/_cle behaves aerodynamically. For

spherical parclcles the AED - de_ p' where d is the particle diameter
and p' is the particle specifi_Wgravlty. Th_ cri_erla require certain
performance for a particle of I0 _m AED and particles sizes determined

experimentally usin 8 cascade impactors are expressed in AED. Therefore,

AED will be used in _his report.
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the point of extraction, shall be collected. What this means can

best be explained by an example. Suppose that the concentration of

i0 _m AED particles in the column of gas (of same diameter as the

nozzle orifice) approaching the proble nozzle is 1 microvram

per standard cubic foot (SCF). Further suppose that the column

of gas approaches at the rate of 5 SCFM and is sampled at the

rate of 4 SCFM. That would mean that in a truly representative

sample 4 micrograms/rain of l0 um particles would be included

in the sample. Although the sample concentration may receive a

positive bias due to subisokinetic extraction and a negat_ _ bias

due to deposition, the criterion states that 90% of the 4 micro-

grams/minute or 3.6 micrograms/minute must be collected. In

other words, the material collected divided by the volume of the

sampled air may be no le_s than 90% of the original concentration

in the gas column approaching the nozzle.

. The criterion does not imply that particles larger or smaller

than i0 _m will not be sampled at a11_ in fact, more than 90% of

particles smaller than i0 ,m and many larger particles will be col-

lected. However, it is implied that a specific accuracy for only

respirable particulates, those under 10 _m, is required. This per-

formance requirement applies to both the inventory and monitored

samples to be discuBsed later.

Criterion 3 -- Gaseous effluent sampling sl,stems shall "operate

in a continuous mode, except for short periods when the sample

collection media is being changed, whenever the facility is exhaust-

ing to the atmosphere. "

_ This criterion requires that the entire sample collection sys-

tem must be operating continuously as long as the WESF K-3 and K-I

ventilation systems are exhausting to the atmosphere through the

296-B-I0 stack° The only interruption can be when the sample col-

lection medium (a filter) is being changed° Under certain emergency

conditions the K-3 ventilation system can exhaust to the atmosphere

through a steamjet -- by-passing the fans and stack --without particu-

late sampling being required.

l
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criteriun 4 -- Gaseous effluent sampling systems shall "extract

samples of particles and gases that are a representative aliauot
v

of the _ct_l effluent stream."

Thi_ criterion states that the sample airstream that is extracted

fr_ the effluent stream must be representative. The sample must be

separated representatively from the effluent at a point where

the particulate concentration equals the average for the airstream.

Guidelines have been laid down for selecting suitable sampling

locations. [2]

In general the particulates should be well mixed with the airstream

throughout the plane, perpendicular to the direction of flow, where

the extraction device is located,° If the particulates are not

well mixed in the airstream, then efforts must be made to find a

point where the concentration equals the average concentration.

Finally, the extraction device (commonly a nozzle with a circular

opening) must separate the particulate and gaseous sample from the

column of approaching air of the same diameter as the nozzle orifice.

This should ideally be done such that the concentration of particulates

just inside the nozzle orifice equals the concentration of the

approaching air column. The degree of success in accomplishing this

is a function of the degree of isokinesis*, nozzle shape, particulate

size, and other factors. However, at times it may be desirable to

somewhat bias the concentration to cancel a deficiency in the trans-

port or collection phases. The desired accuracy or degree of success

in accomplishing extraction is included in the requirements of the

second criterion.

Criterion 5 -- Gaseous effluent sampling systems shall "collect

at least two samples, one of which will be designated and used ex-

clusively as an inventory sample."

This criterion states that at least two samples of part icu|ates

wil_ be collected. The inventory sample is intended to be the most

*That is_ the relationship of effluent air velocity to sample air
velocity inside the nozzle orifice.



accurate sample and to be used for the analysis and reporting of an

official release value for radioactive particulates. It is assumed

that another s_mple is to be used as a monitored sample. The mon-

itored sample is that which is continually observed in-situ for

the buildup of radioactive particulates. The inventory sample is

not to be monitored, since the geometry of radiation detectors can

- adversely affect the performance of the sampling device. The in-

tention is to use the inventory sample as the "best" and official

sample. It is likely that the monitored sample would occasionally

be used as a back-up or check on the inventory sample.
J

Criterion 6 -- Gaseous effluent sampling systems "shall provide

particulate and gaseous samples that have not been adversely affected

by condensation of moisture."

. Moisture condensation in air sampling devices is often encountered,

particularly when ambient temperatures are below the dewpoint of the

plant ventilation air. Condensation in extraction nozzles and trans-

port lines can cause deposition of particulates or washout of deposited

particulates. Condensation at the collection medium can dissolve

certain particulates and wash the activity through the filter and

also inhibit the flow of gas through the filter. These problems can

contribute to serious errors in collected samples. This criterion

states that condensation shall not occur in sampling devices upstream

of the vacuum side of the collection medium.

Criterio n 7 -- Gaseous effluent sampling systems shall "be

equipped with a vacuum system for sample extraction that has the same

: number of back-up power systems as the exhaust fans of the facility.

z The vacuum system shall be provided with an alarm that is activated

upon the loss of vacuum."

The requirements of this criterion require no further explana-

tion.

Criteria 8 and 9 -- Gaseous effluent sampling systems shall:

"provide an inventory sample which is an accurate aliquot, within a

factor of two, of the absolute radioactive materials of the effluent

stream. (Note: This statement relates only to the sample extraction
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and delivery capability, not to the accuracy of detection and measure-

ment )" " provide inventory samples with less than 25% variation• # • • ,

from the mean of aeveral similar samplings at the 95% confidence

level."

Criterion eight states that the collected sample can vary as

much as + i00%,- 50% from an ideal sample representing the average

concentration of the bulk airstream over 24-hours. This variance

from representativeness includes permissible errors under Criterion _;_.

2 plus errors due to location of sample extraction and measu_em_._1_..-

of airstream flowrate and sample flowrate. (These variance.[ ca . =_

called the aliquot fraction error.) Although there is an al/e', ,_,.:

error, the error should be consistent (or it should techulicali? .Jz-

come a bias) within the limitations c,f Criterion 9.

Criterion 9 states that in a seL'ies of repeate:l sample:: ,,

the airstream with constant activity cencentration the result:_ _:us"

agree within ± 25% nin_ y-f.v_- pert?ni :,,fthe time. (That is .f 2_,

re;peated tests were maee_ n..neteen of them must agr_.,e withi,_

! 25%) .

Both of these criteria state they al_p!y only to the inventor[:

sample However, since the:e is on].y ,_ single sample ccilecten at ,',.SF

which serves as both the in.:entory _nd m_:nitored sample, it wJi" he

assumed that these criteria apply to it rather than to ev,:_lua.tL the

sampl_ng system first as an inventct-y sample with specific Fer.£urmance

requirements and then as monitored sample with less clear requirements.

It would .be desirable to have a specified overall performance standard

for monitored samples since the monitored sample is a better trend

indicator when the sampling performance is improved.

Criterion 10 -- Gaseous effluent sampling systems shall "have!i

at least an annual check to ensure that variation in effluent char-

acteristics (particle size, mass activity concentration, etc.) have

not changed significantly.

An annual check of effluent characteristics should include obtain- -

ing data on particle size, mass activity concentration, flowrate,



dewpoint or other variables. Such data would be used in several ways:

to alter operating conditions of sampling devices, to vary analytic,il

methods and calculations, to evaluate the limits imposed by criteria an,!

to check the effectiveness of airborne particulate removal systems.

SAMPLING CRITERIA SUMMARY

After this discussion on interpreting the sampling criteria it

would be helpful to briefly summarize the criteria as they will be

applied to this study.

I. The size of the sample aliquot shall be adjusted such that for

a 9°Sr daily average concentration of 7.6 x 10 -12 _Ci/cc

(1/2 Class I Action Level) sufficient activity will be collec-

ted to permit an analysis with an accuracy of ± 10% (at the 95%

confidence level) using the present routine laboratory techniques.

2. Of the particles in the sampled aliquot, at least 90% of the ten

micron, AED, particles shall be collected on the collection medium.

3. The sample collection system shall operate continuously as lonq

as WESF air is being exhausted through the 296-B-I0 stack,except

for brief periods for changing the collection media.

4. The sampling system must perform the function of extraction such

that: (i) the activity concentration at the extraction loca-

tion is typical of the average activity of the bulk airstream,

and (2) the sampled aliquot is separated from the portion of the

airstream approaching the extraction device such that the particle

concentration in the sampled aliquot is either the same before

and after separation or purposely biased to offset transport

and collection deficiencies in the remainder of the system.

5. At lea_t two samples of particulate activity will be collected

-- one for an inventory function and the others for monitoring

functions.

6. Moisture condensation shall not occur in the sampling devices

upstream of the vacuum side of the collection medium.
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7. The vacuum system serving the sampling devices shall have a

"loss of vacuum" alarm and the system shall have the same level

of redundance as the fans exhausting air to the 296-B-10 stack.

8. The collected samples of particulate activity shall be a known rep-

resentative fraction within + 100%, -50%, of the average particu-

late activity in the bulk airstream.

9. For repeated samplings from a constant particulate activity

concentration in the 296-B-I0 stack 95% of the samples must

agree within ± 25%.

i0. Sampling parameters such as particle size, exhaust and sampler

flowrate, and exhaust air dewpoint shall be checked at least

annually.

MONITORING CRITERIA

The monitoring criteria cover the use of radiation detection

instrumentation to observe (monitor) in-situ the activity collected

in the monitored samples discussed earlier. Many of the monitoring

criteria as written need no interpretation as to their meaning. The

reader is referred to Appendix A, to become familiar with those crit-

eria (Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and ii). However, some comment should

be made as to the interpretation of criteria Nos. i, 2 and 8. These

will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

Criterion 1 -- Gaseous effluent monitoring systems shall, "mon-

itor the samples collected (except for the designated inventor_, sample)

as detailed in items i-i0 under Sampling Criteria. The monitoring

system shall be able to detect an activity release at least as low

as one-half that required for the Class I Action Level listed in

ARH-222, ARHCO Emergency Procedure 1.9 (or the Emergency Procedure

that governs gaseous discharges for the specific facility)."

In the case of the 296-B-10 stack sample monitor this means

that a release level at least as low as one-half that required for

a Class I Action Level (see Table I), shall be detectable. Whether

or not such a concentration level can be deduced from a monitor

detector response depends principally on the size of the sample
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aliquot, the detector efficiency and somewhat on the collection

medium. The currently used sample aliquot and detection devices

will be the subject of evaluation of compliance with this criterion.

criterion 2 -- Gaseous effluent monitoring systems ;hall "detect

the radiation from radionuclides in the effluent stream with approp-

riate sensitivity for the radiation emitted."

This criterion must be interpreted as to what is meant by

"appropriate sensitivity for the radiation emitted." For the pur-

poses of this study it will be assumed that the detection instru-

ments should be designed for the specific types of radiation (alpha,

beta or gamma) expected, and have a great enough counting efficiency

when used with the selected collection media, so that only a reason-

ably sized aliquot of the exhaust stream particulate activity isJ

required to accumulate sufficient activity for monitoring. In the

case of the WESF where the particulate activity is predominantly

137Cs and 9°Sr, a beta radiation detector must be employed and a

gamma detector would also be desirable to distinguish 137Cs alone.

criterion 8 -- Gaseous effluent monitoring systems shall "be

able to detect a Class II Action Level as specified in ARH-222, ARHCO

Emergency Procedure 1.9 (or the Emergency Procedure that governs

gaseous discharges for the specific facility) in less than 24 hours."

This criterion seems to be less restrictive than Criterion i,

hence we interpret Criterion 8 to be met by compliance with Monitoring

° Criterion i.

Criterion 10 -- Gaseous effluent monitoring systems shall "be

equipped with sufficient range to detect activity levels up to

, i00 times the Class II Action Level in ARH-222,ARHCO Emergency Pro-

cedure 1.9 (or the Emergency Procedure that governs gaseous dis-

charges for the specific facility)."

This criterion sets a minimum upper boundary for the detection

range of the instrument. For the WESF 296-B-10 stack the minimum

upper bound would be a total beta concentration of 3.72 x i0 -a

_

i

w
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_Ci/cc for two successive 24-hour periods (for gamma the bound

would be 1.86 x 10 -8 _Ci/cc), according to ARH-222-2.7.12 and

assuming a stack flowrate of 18,800 SCFM. As with criterion No. I,

the ability of a detector to cover that range depenc_ or,. the size

of the sample aliquot, detector efficiency, and dynam_c range of

the detector.
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DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING GASEOUS EFFLUENT SAMPLING AND

MONITORING SYSTEMS AT THE 296-B-10 STACK

w

The sampling system at the 296-B-10 stack obtains and monitors

particulate samples from the combined K-I and K-3 exhaust airstream

from the WESF. Some details concerning these exhaust airstreams will

be given and then the 296-B-I0 stack sampling and monitoring systems
P

will be described.

K-I AND K-3 VENTILATION SYSTEMS

The areas of the WESF having a potential for contamination are

ventilated by the K-I and K-3 exhaust systems. The K-I exhaust sys-

tem, diagrammed in Figure I, provides ventilation to the change

room, operating gallery, service gallery and other normally clean

but potentially contaminated areas. The K-3 exhaust system, dia-

grammed in Figure 2, ventilates the process cells, the canyon area

above the cells and the discharge from the air sampler vacuum sys-

teK_ Both exhaust airstreams pass through two stages of HEPA fil-

tration and then combine in the' 296-B-I0 stack. The prevailing

flowrate of the combined airstreams is 18,800 SCFM in the 42-inch ID

stack. Each exhaust system is provided with two fans,one on-line and

the other on standby. The fans are supplied with electricity from

the main power circuit for the WESF and a diesel generator provides

an automatic back-up power source in the event of a power failure

(see the Emergency Procedures included in Appendices B and C). The

K-3 exhaust system is provided with an automatic steam jet exhauster

as a final emergency back-up!7]The steam jet exhausts through a

separate stack which is not sampled or monitored for radioactive

particulates.

SAMPLE COLLECTION SYSTEM

Since the time the interim report was issued the 296-B-I0 stack

air sampling system has been modified and new descriptive informa-

tion about the stack and probe has been made available. Figure 3

is a diagram of the existing system. The hot air addition device

has been eliminated and the probe is located much higher in the stack

than indicated on the air sampler blueprint. [ll]

Figures 4 and 5 are photographs showing the orientation of most of

the system components.
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The extraction device is a multinozzle probe (Figure 6),

located on a stack diameter at the 57-foot level of the 42_inch ID

stack. [13] The five nozzles have orifice sizes ranging from 0.41

to 0.62 inches ID and are attached to a 1-inch schedule 40 pipe

which serves as a manifold. The sample airstream is t_en trans-

ported through lengths of stainless steel and plastic tubing (see

Figure 3) to the collector. The transport piping is insulated and

electrically heated to maintain a temperature of at least 38°F. The

particulate collector is a 47-mm asbestos fiber filter (Hollingsworth

& Vose, HV-70) which has a collection efficiency of at least 96%

- for a 0.3 _m DOP aerosol. [2] The filter is mounte_ _ i_side a Hanford

design collector/detector, [6] and is changed at le_ t daily -- except

during weekends when it is not changed unless a larger than normal

release is monitored.

Following the collector/detector is a variable area flowmeter

(Dwyer Model PMB-55) which is checked and set daily so that it reads

90 SCFH by adjusting the valve just downstream of the flowmeter.

Correcting the sample flowrate for variations in vacuum pressure and

seasonal temperature changes it becomes about 80 SCFH ± 6%. The vac-

uum supply is a pair of 18-horsepower vacuum pumps (Hoffman Centri-

fugal Exhausters, Model 4109A) -- one on-line and the other on stand-

i by. [12] The vacuum pumps, which also serve the other air samplers

in the WESF, are connected both to t _e main power circuit and the auto-

matic diesel back-up power generator mentioned earlier (Appendices B,

and C). In the event a vacuum pump fails both audible and visual

alarms are activated in the operating gallery.

MONITORING SYSTEM

A block diagram of monitoring instrumentation associated with

. the 296-B-I0 stack sampler is shown in Figure 7. [4'10] The detector is

a mica window GM tube, Eon-type 6210H, with a mylar film to protect

the window. The efficiency of the assembled collector/detector

was estimated once using a 4,904 dpm disc gamma radiation source

. and was found to be 5%. The signal is sent from the detector-decouDler

arrangement to an amplifier, signal discriminator and count-rate

meter as shown in the block diagram, Figure 7.
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The count rate meter has both logarithmic and linear scales.

The linear scale has full scale ranges from 10 to 500,000 counts

per second while the full scale ranges in the logarithmic mode are

10 to 100,000 counts per second. For normal operation the 10 count

per second linear scale is used. The output of the count rate meter

is also read on a moving strip chart recorder. The recorder has a

0-10 millivolt range. A 100% reading on the recorder is equivalent

to the full scale reading of whichever range the count-rate meter

is set on. There are audible and visual alarms activated in the

WESF operating gallery when the recorder reaches 80% of full scale

(8 counts per second, currently).

The monitoring instrumentation is checked bi-weekly with a radia-

tion source to check if it responds. The accuracy of the count rate

meter readings in response to a signal generator is checked on a

quarterly basis. The counting efficiency of the collector/detector

is not checked and has never been accurately measured.

The monitoring instrumentation is supplied by an "uninterrupt-

ible" power system, i.e.; after loss of normal power, the diesel

generator is automatically started (Appendix B). In the event the

generator fails, the instruments can operate on batteries for up to

thirty minutes. The switching between power sources is automatic.

Visual and audible alarms in an occupied area are activated in the

operating gallery when this occurs.
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EVALUATION OF THE COMPLIANCE OF THE SAMPLE COLLECTION
SYSTEM WITH THE INTERIM CRITERIA

This evaluation of the compliance of the existing gaseous effluent

sample collection system with the interim criteria will be based on

the system's performance for collecting samples of ten micron aero-

dynamic size particulates from the 296-B-10 stack when the effluent

stream is flowing at the prevailing rate of 18,800 SCFM. It should

be remembered that experimental measurements of the system performance

have not been made. The performance for the existing system is

estimated by using knowledge of accepted sampling practices and theo-

retical and empirical models.

The subjects of sample aliquot selection and sampling device

performance will be discussed first. Following that, under the sub-

heading "Other Criteria Compliance", the problem of continuous oper-

ation, the number of samples collected and the number of back-up

power systems will be discussed.

5AMPLE ALIQUOT SELECTION

Selecting the proper sample aliquot includes choosing the sampl-

ing flowrate and the location of the probes. The sample flowrate

of the existing system is somewhat low to collect enough activity

during a 24-hour period when the average concentration of 9°Sr would

exceed one-half of the Class I Action Level as required by Criterion

No. I. Presently, allowing for variations in temperature and vacuum

. p_essure the sample flowrate averages about 80 SCFH rather than the

106 SCFH minimum calculated earlier in this report (see page 8).

However, the counting error at the 95% confidence level for the most

9°Sr would only be . 12% at the present flowrateorestrictive limit, ,

The location of the sample extraction probe is well chosen.

The probe is five duct-diameters from the stack top and eleven duct-

diameters from the highest junction of a feed duct to the stack.

There is also a flow straightener 24-1/2 feet below the probe, thus,

i channelling of the airstream is not likely to be a problem. Also,

the airflow in the stack is highly turbulent which should provide

uniform mixing of particulates through a stack cross-section. The
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air velocity should also be reasonably uniform along the chosen

stack diameter.

The nozzles on the probe (see Figure 6) appear to be spaced

such that each nozzle draws a sample from one of five equal annular

areas of the stack cross section.* Contrary to good practice the

nozzles sample from each equal area at different flowrates is shown

in Table II.%

TABLE II

SAMPLING FLOWRATES THROUGH NOZZLES
OF STACK SAMPLING PROBE

Orifice Fraction Of
Cross-Section Total Flowrate Velocity "

Nozzle Area_ in. 2 Orifice Area SCFH ft./sec.

A 0.304 0.252 20.2 2.66
B 0.234 0.194 15.5 2.65
C 0.132 0.109 8.7 2.64
D 0.234 0.194 15.5 2.65 -
E 0. 304 0. 252 20.2 2.66

TOTAL 1 208 \ , _ _ _

In other words, some regions in the stack contribute more to the

total sample aliquot than others• The rationale for this particular

design has not been discovered. In the case of this stack where

the airstream is well mixed, this error is probably of little con-

sequence. .-

* There is ambiguity here, since the spacing of the nozzles from

the stack centerline are incorrectly dimensioned in the original

blueprint.

% Sn analyzing gas flow through this multi-nozzled probe the assumption is made

that the ratio of volume flowrate through one of the nozzles to the total flow,is equal to the ratio of the nozzle orifice area to the total area of all the
nozzles. This is only approximately true since the flow through each nozzle
[will be influenced by friction and thus pressure drop in that nozzle. It is
desirable that each nozzle sample from an annular cross sectional area equal
to those sampled by the other nozzles. Also, each equal area should be sampled _
at the same flowraKe and velocity if the velocity is uniform across the stack.

In the case of a thoroughly mixed stream with negligible particle stratifi-

cation, these considerations are of lesser consequence. Experimental veri-

fication of uniformity of flow and mixing is desirable.
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SAMPLING SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The performance of the sampling system for collecting particles

of a certain size is the product of the way the system performs

the functions of extraction, transport and collection.

Extraction -- In an earlier paragraph the first problem of ex-

traction, sample aliquot selection, was addressed. It was concluded

that the sample aliquot was reasonably well chosen and was close to

being within the restrictions of Criteria i and 4. The problem of

separating that sample aliquot from the bulk airstream will be

addressed here.

It has been noted earlier that the flowrate of the bulk airstream

was 18,800 SCFM and the stack inside diameter was 4_-inches. The

average airstream velocity will therefore be about 33 feet per second.

As shown in Table II, the air velocity through the sampling nozzle

orifices is about 2.6 feet per second. The fact that the velocity

in the orifice is about one-twelfth that of the bulk airstream

results in a bias of the particle size distribution of the sample

airstream relative to the bulk airstream. Also factors such as the

bluntness of the nozzle edges may tend to contribute to that bias

to an unknown degree.

The particle size distribution bias due to the difference between

the sampling and bulk air velocities has been calculated using methods

described in the appendix to the interim report. The results are

shown in Table III for particles of various aerodynamic equivalent

diameters* and for nozzles A and C.

The table shows a serious bias for particles larger than 2 um,

AED. Thus, there will be about six times as many I0 pm AED par-

ticles in the sample aliquot in_aediately after sample extraction from

the stream than would be representative. This large bias is contrary

to the requirement of Criterion 2. This bias may be compensated to

a degree, as will be discussed later.

, A similar table is found in the interium report, but the b_s values
calculated were for the actual particle sizes indicated which were to
have a specific gravity of 4. Also, the sampling air and stack
velocities were slightly different.
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TABLE III

BIAS OF PARTICLE CONCENTRATION IN THE SAMPLE ALIQUOT
CAUSED BY SUBISOKINETIC SAMPLING

Particle Size Concentration in Sample Aliquot
_m, AED J Nozzle Bias = Concentration in Stack Airstream

0.5 A-0.622 in. ID 1.0
1 1.1
2 1.3
5 2.8
8 4.8
i0 5.9

0.5 c-0.41 in. ID 1.0 -
1 1.1
2 1.5
5 3.6
8 5.9
10 7.1

There is an effort underway to design a new probe to extract

the sample airstream ioskinetically at a flowrate of 2 SCFM. Thls

new probe would probably cause little bias of the amount of particu-

lates in the sample stream. Also, the sample aliquot size would be

sufficient to meet Criterion I.

w

Transport -- The sample transport function of the sampling

system is accomplished by the probe nozzles, probe manifold, lengths

of stainless steel and plastic tubing, various fittings and the

inlet chambers of the collector/detector. A summary of the princi- w

pal lengths of tubing is given in Figure 3. Following the com-

putational methods outlined in the interim report the fractional

delivery of various sized particulates through the transport lines

(except the collector/detector) has been estimated as shown in

Table IV.
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TABLE IV
ia

FRACTIONAL DELIVERY OF PARTICLES THROUGH
SAMPLE TRANSPORT LINES

Computed Fractional Delivery Through:
Particle Overall Overall

_" AED Horizontal Vertical Mono- Poly-

_m Prob______eBends Lines Li_es disperse disperse

0.5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.97

i. 0 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.91

2.0 0.99 0.93 0.99 1.00 0.91 0.76

5.0 0.95 0.62 0.94 0.99 0.55 0.49

8.0 0.89 0.30 0.86 0.97 0.22 0.35

i0.0 0.84 0.15 0.79 0.94 0.09 0.29

The estimated overall fractional penetrations are shown under

two headings -- "monodisperse" and "polydisperse". The values

under the heading "monodisperse" are the computed penetrations for

the aerodynamic equivalent particle sizes listed. Under the "poly-

disperse" headingare the computed penetrations for log-normally

distributed aerosols with aerodynamic equivalent mass median diam-

eters as lasted. In light of Criterion 2 the value of interest

is the fractional delivery of monodispersed particles of size 10um

AED. The delivery of particles of this size is estimated to be

very poor.

A source of further loss of penetration is the collector/

detector device. The device is too complex to compute penetration

values; however, experimental measurements of particle losses have

been measured for the device (see page 23 of reference No. i) and

are shown in Table V. The table shows that the collector/detector

would further reduce the overall particle delivery to the collector.
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• TABLE V

PERCENT OF INLET SAMPLE PARTICLFS DEPOSITED ON COMPONENTS
OF THE COLLECTOR/DETECTOR UNIT

,

Percent Deposited
Particle St. Stl. Distributor
ABD Inlet Hose Ring and Fractional

Connector Cavity Walls Tota_____lPenetration

0.8 O.47 0.47 0.94 0.99

2.5 6.4. • 27.0 33.4 0.67
6.0 4.7 54.7 59.4 0.40

Collection -- As mentioned earlier the collection medium

for the particulate sample is the asbestos fiber filter HV-70.

For the estimated face velocity at the filter* the collection

efficiency for 0.3 _m DOP particles is essentially 100%. [2]t It

can be assumed that the collection efficiency will be the same for

the large particles of interest.

Total S_st_m -- If it is assumed that the fractional trans-

port through the delivery lines and probe can be multiplied by

an average bias for each particle size caused by the subisokinetic

sampling, then the overall fractional delivery is estimated to be

that shown in Table VI.

* ,'heface velocity at the filter is equal to the sample flowrate divided by
the area of the filter. In this case the face velocity is about 114 cm/sec.

t Quality control should be exercised locally by a testing program on pur-
chased filter media. There have been some cases known where efficiency
was non-uniform from point to point in the bulk sheet.
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TABLE VI

SAMPLING LINE DELIVERY INCLUDING SUBISOKINETIC BIAS

Particle

AED Fractional Extraction

_m and Delivery Bias

0.5 0.99

1 1.08
2 1.27

5 1.76

8 1.21

I0 0.59

Thus, the sub-isokinetic bias, being highly positive, more

than offsets the sample delivery line loss except for the i0 _m

- particles. This is a fortuitous compensation and does little to

assure the accuracy of the sample delivered to the collector.

(Note that if there were a new probe sampling isokinetically at

the present flowrate coupled to the existing delivery lines this

- compensation would not occur.) Were the existing system to be

operated nearly isokinetically the delivery line losses would be

very large. However, the required flow for isokinetic conditions

(16 SCFM) could not be drawn through the system in its present con-

- figuration due to pressure drop across the collector-filter.

When deposition in the collector/detector is also taken into

account the total system fractional penetration will be like that

shown in Table V. Thus, it can be concluded that the total per-

formance of the sample collection device is poor for particles

larger than 5 _m, AED. It can further be concluded that the sample

collection does not conform with the performance required by

Criteria 2, 4, and 8 as far as can be theoretically estimated.
-

Conformance of the sample collection device with Criterion 9,

requiring certain repeatability or precision, cannot be evaluated

until experiments are conducted where reproducible amounts of a

i0 vm AED aerosol are dispersed into the stack airstream several

times and the collected samples analyzed. There does not, however,

seem to be any reason to suspect that the results from such re-

peated tests would not have the required precision.

-
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Finally, there is not presently a problem of condensation

adversely affecting the performance of the sample collection sys-

tem. The relative humidity of the exhaust airstream is quite

low. However, if that condition were to change, which is not

likely, there could develop a potential for water condensation

in the sample-transport lines with the resulting problems mentioned

earlier (page II). The present heat tracing of the sample delivery

line would be inadequate to retard condensation if the exhaust

air relative humidity increases. However, inasmuch as condensa-

tion is not a current problem the overall system does conform

with Criterion 6.

OTHER CRITERIA COMPLIANCE

There is yet _he sample system conformance with the Criteria

Nos. 3, 5, 7, and i0 to be addressed. The topics to be considered

are the number of samples collected, the operation of the system,

the back-up power supply to drive the sampling system, and the

question of annual sampling parameter checks.

Invento3___y and Monito_ampler Requirements -- There is

currently one particulate sample collected from the 296-B-I0 stack.

This sample serves the function of both an inventory and mon-

itored sample. Serving this dual purpose limits the accuracy of

the sample for inventory purposes because of the arrangement and

limited sampling rate required for the collector/detector. This

system does not conform to Criterion 5.

Back-Up Power -- Continuit_ of operation -- The sample col-

lection system is operated continually while air is being exhausted

through the 296-B-10 stack. In compliance with Criterion 7 there

are as many mechanical and electrical back-up vacuum systems as

there are for the exhaust fan system. As required by Criterion 3,

there is continually a particulate sample being collected except

for the few minutes each day it takes to renew the collection

medium. When there is a loss of vacuum at the plant vacuum mani-

fold there are actuated both audible and visual alarms. However,

if for some reason vacuum were lost at the stack collector/detector

it would go unnoticed until the time when the collection filter
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were changed.

Annual Check of Sampling Parameters -- With respect to an

annual check of sampling parameters, Criterion 10, there is no

present program to perform that service. The only par,%meter bei.,_

checked is the exhaust flowrate in the stack--and that is being

monitored continually by the flow element with readout in the 225-BD

building. There is, however, a current work order for particle

size determinations in the K-3 exhaust duct.

EVALUATION OF THE COMPLIANCE OF THE MONITORING
SYSTEM WITH THE INTERIM CRITERIA

The evaluation of the existing monitoring system will be di-

vided into two topics. First, the compliance with requirements

for appropriate detectors, and sensitivity will be discussed. Fol-

lowing that will be a discussion about compliance with criteria

relating to operating the monitoring system.

SENSITIVITY AND CHOICE OF DETrCTORS

The radionuclides of principal interest in the effluent

stream are !37Cs (both a beta and gamma emitter) and 9°Sr (a beta

emitter). It is therefore required that there be a beta radia-

tion detector to monitor the particulate sample with enough sensi-

tivity to detect one-half of a Class I Action Level release for

9°Sr during a 24-hour period with a reasonable sample aliquot size.*

With the present aliquot of 80 SCFH, ii00 dpm** of 9°Sr would be

collected during a 24-hour period where the 9°Sr release was

9.3 x 10-12 uCi/cm 3. Even with a detector efficiency of 15% the

counting rate would be 3 cps which is _bove the usual
, ,i ' L .

w

* Since the subject of detector sensitivity is being addressed here, it is
assumed that 100% of the particulates in sample aliquot are on the collected
sample. If it were stipulated that the efficiency of the sample collection
device was also to be factored into the detection sensitivity, then a much
larger sample aliquot would be necessary.

" ** 90Sr dpm 9.3 xl0-12_Ci 80 ft3
= -- _3 x . x 24 hours x 2"2(106) dpm x 28,317 cm3hE _Ci ft3

- 1110 dpm in 24 hours.
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background in the detector. This would be suitable to comply with

both Criteria 1 and 2. However, a final judgement would need to

be reserved until the beta counting efficiency of the detector was

experi_,entally measured. (Counting geometry considerations would

place the efficiency of the system for 9°Sr beta at 15 - 20%.)

It is likely that the existing monitor will detect, with reasonable

assurance (2 x background) a trend towards the release level of

concer_

With regard to the maximum range of the detector instrumenta- "

tion, the amounts of radioactivity collected and detected (assum-

ing a 5% counting efficiency) have been calculated fo_: a release

100 times in excess of the Class II Action Level and the present

sample aliquot size. The results are shown in Table VII.

TABLE VI I
, i|

.w

MAXIMUM REQUIRED COUWi'ING RANGE

100 x
Class ii

A_ion Level dpm Detector cps
Ci/cm3 Collected Efficiency Detected

Total Beta 3.72 x 10-8 4.4 x l06 5%* 3.7 x 103

137Cs 1.86 x 10-8 2.2 x 106 5%* 1.8 x 103

* This value for counting efficiency is admittedly
a guessed value. The actual counting efficiency
may be a factor of two different.

The table shows that the highest count-rate would be measured

for one hundred times the Class 7I Action Level for total beta.

This count rate is within the instrument's maximum range cf

5 x 105 cps, thereby satisfying Criterion i0.

OPERATION OF MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

The remaining criteria are concerned with the operation of

the monitoring instrumentation. The compliance with each of these

cxiteria will be briefly discussed.
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Continuity of operation -- As requirud by the criteria the

_ monitoring instrumentation operates continuously. Continuous oper-

" ation is insured by two back-up electrical power systems, wh_ eas,

the exhaust fans have a single electrical power back-up. Thu_,

the present system meets and exceeds the requirements of

- Criteria Nos. 3 and 4.

Recordin_ and Alarms -- There are presently alarms indicating

a switch tn emergency power, a loss of vacuum at the vacuum pumps

and at 80% of full scale on the count-rate recorder. Ali of these

alarms are both audible and visual in a continuously occupied area

of the WESF. There are presently no "fail safe" alarms indicating

monitoring instrumentation malfunctions or a loss of vacuum at the

: collector/detector. The air sample count rate recorder triggers an

1 alarm at 80% of scale regardless of which scale it is on. On the

0-I0 CPS scale, which is normally used, the alarm therefore sounds

at 8 CPS which may be higher than required; however, judgement as

to whether or not the alarm is consistent with Criterion No. 7 must

, be reserved until the counting efficiency of the detector is deter-

mined. The alarm should sound when a 9°Sr release of at least

1.86 x l0 -3_ uCi/cc occurs during 24-hours. This provision for

_ recording and alarm actuation does meet Criterion No. 5; however,

Criteria Nos. 6, 7, and 9 are not fully satisfied.

Routine Instrumentation Check -- The present routine for check-

ing the monitoring instrumentation does not meet the requirement,

" Criterion No. ii, of being calibrated regularly. The instrumenta-

tion response to an artificial signal is calibrated quarterly but=

the detection efficiency is not measured.

_ -

=

RECOMMENDATIONS

lt has been pointed out that the sample collection and mo_-

- itoring systems are deficient in complying with some of the goals

of the interim criteria. In the following paragraphs certain

recommended corrective actions will be outlined for each system.
z

_

_
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5AMPLE COLLECTION SYSTEM

From the evaluation of the sample collection system it is

apparent that the area most needing improvement is the collection

of multiple representative samples. In the interim =eport several

recommendations were made, including some which could be achieved

quickly. It is felt that these recommendations (exce_:_ the im-

proved collector/detector) would achieve only a small improve-

ment to the present system's performance. Rather than attempting

to modify the present sampling system a more comprehensive approach

is needed. Some of the elements of that approach should be:

I. Collect at least two samples as stipulated in the criteria,

with one reserved as an inventory sample. This would allow

obtaining a "best" sample of the suspended particulates in

the effluent stream without the hindrance of present collector/

detector configurations.

2. Select extraction locations for all samples which have been

experimentally proven to be representative of the average par-

ticulate concentration in the airstream. Possible candidate

locations are the present location or in each of the two ducts

exhausting to the stack.

3. Extract from the effluent stream an aliquot as large as practical -

considering the maximum face velocity and the reasonable size

of the collection filter.

4. The inventory sample should be extracted with minimum qualifi-

cation. Ideally, the collector should be placed directly be- -

hind an isokinetic nozzle and this assembly held in the stack

stream. At the least a very short delivery line should be

provided which can be easily removed and particle contamination

on the tube walls accounted for occasionally. The sample should -

be extracted isokinetically to eliminate reservations of using

a biased sample.

5. The sample extraction and transport piping for the monitored

sample needs to be shorter and simpler than the existing piping.

The unnecessary bends, horizontal piping, rough pipe joints and

plastic tubing must be avoided. The monitored sample may be
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either extracted separately from the inventory sample or

extracted as a subsample from the inventory sample airstream.

The extraction must occur with a minimum of bias to the sample.

6. Improve the delivery efficiency of particles through the

collector/detector to the collection meditum. This would be

the most important single improvement for the monitored sample.

7. When such techniques become available, experimentally test

the performance of the sample collector devices. It may even

be desirable to pretest improved devices before final instal-

lation.

8. Institute a schedule to annually check the sampling parameters

and performance.

- The implementation of these recommendations should result

in a sample collection system that meets the expected performance

standards.

- RADIOACTIVITY DETECTION SYSTEMS

There were a few areas where the existing radioactivity

monitoring system did not satisfy the criteria. The recommenda-

tions to correct these deficiencies are:

i. The counting efficiency for beta radiation should be measured.

This would verify whether or not the detector can detect above

background the release level required. The counting efficiency

- should be determined for several standard sample discs of dif-

ferent amounts of beta activity. The samples should simulate

the filter media. Compliance with Monitoring Criteria Nos. I, _,

7 and l0 could then be better evaluated.

f

2. Develop "fail safe" alarms to indicate detector instrumentation

malfunction and loss of vacuum at the collector/detector.

3. Implement a program and develop the technique to quarterly check

= the counting efficiency calibration.
-
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CONCLUSIONS
t

w

During the development of this evaluation it was found that the

Sampling and Monitoring Criteria needed careful interpretation.

Therefore, a major section was devoted to explain to the reader

how the criteria are interpreted for this evaluation.

In evaluating the sampling system it was found that the samples

collected do not meet the reasonable requirements for represen-

tativeness set down in the criteria. The monitoring instrumentation

was found to be undifferentiating for the two principal radionuclides

present in the effluent, but was rather designed as a general beta

radioactivity trend indicator. The instrument has not been calibrated

as a beta detector. Other deficiencies for each system were pointed

out. Several specific improvements were recommended to bring the

system into compliance with the criteria. Finally, it has been

observed for this and other effluent samplers and monitors that de-

tailed descriptive information on each system is very difficult to w

obtain. It cannot be emphasized enouqh the need for well oruanized

and reliable information on each system.
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NOMENCLATURE

AED Aerodynamic Equivalent Diameter

cc,cm 3 cubic centimeter

Ci curie

cpm counts per minute

cps counts per second

dpm disintegrations per minute

ft. foot

hr. hour

ID Inside Diameter

in. inch

min. minute
sure

SCFH Standard Cubic Feet per Hour: @ 70°F 1-atmosphere pres

SCFM Standard Cubic Feet per Minute: @ 70°F, 1-atmosphere pressure

wk. week

_Ci micro curie

_m micron, 10 -8 meter

_, particle specific gravity

z

i

±

z
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APPENDIX A

,&
Interim Radioactive Gaseous Effluent Sam-

pling and Monitoring Criteria for Atlantic

Richfield Hanford Company Facilities



November 14, 1975

INTERIM RADIOACTIVE

GASEOUSEFFLUENTSAMPLINGANDMONITORINGCRITERIA

FORATLANTIC RICHFIELDItANFORDCOMPANYFACILITIES

INTRODUCTION

To ensurethat gaseous radioactivereleasesto the environmentare kept
aslow as practicable,it is necessaryto sample all of the radioactive
or potentiallyradioactivegaseouseffluentstreams in the 200 Areas.
Specific gaseouseffluent streamsthat have the potential for release
of large quantitiesof radioactivematerialsmust also be monitoredby
radiationdetection instrumentation.

The criteria listed below are intendedto be used as guidelines to aid
in the design of new systemsor the upgradingof existing _ystems. lt
is highly desirable that new or upgradedsystems be able to meet or nearly
approach as many of the followingcriteriaas is practicable.

SAMPLING CRITERIA
i m

The term "sampling" applies to the extraction,transport and collectionof
a sample of the radionuclidespresentin the gaseous effluent stream on a
collectionmedia suitable for subsequentlaboratory analysis. Gaseous
effluent sampling systems shall:

1. extract in a 24-hour period a representative fraction of the effluent
stream such that an activityrelease at least as low as the concentra-
tion guides given in ERDA A;p_r.di::0524, Anr.:x._.,T-_bleII can be
measuredwith appropriateaccuracy upon subsequent laboratoryanalysis.*

2. be deslgne.d,fabricated,and operated so that the particlesextracted
and transported to the collectorwill be representativeto the degree
that partlcles 19 micrometersand smaller in the sample collected
will be at least 90 percentof the 10 micrometer and smallerparticles
in the same volume of a truly representativesample. At least go
percentof the radioactivegases withdrawn shall be collectedon the
media selected or deliveredto the activity sensing chamberin flow
through monltors.

4

3. operate in a continuousmode, except for short periodswhen the
sample collection media is being changed, whenever the facilityis
exhaustingto the atmosphere.

4. extractsamples of particlesand gases that are a representative
aliquot of the actual effluent stream,

* If one half of the Class I Action Level in ARH-222, ARHCO Emergency
Procedure 1.9 (or the EmergencyProcedure that governs gaseousdischarges
for the specific facility)is less than the Table II concentration
guides, use one half of the Class I Action Level from the appropriate
Emergency Procedureas the basis for this criterion.
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5. collectat least two samples,one of which will be designatedand used
exclusivelyas an inventorysample.

6. shall provideparticulateand gaseoussamplesthat have not been
adverselyaffectedby condensationof moisture.

7. be equippedwith a vacuum system for sample extractionthat h_: the
same number of back-uppower systemsas the exhaustfans of the facility.
The vacuum system shall be providedwith an alarm that is activated
upon the loss of vacuum.

8. providean inventorysamplewhich is an accuratealiquot,within a
factorof two, of the absoluteradioactivematerialsof the effluent
stream. (Note" This statementrelatesonly to the sample extraction

" and deliverycapability,not to the accuracyof detectionand
measurement.)

9. provideinventorysampleswith less that 25 percentvariationfrom the
mean of several similarsamplingsat the 95 percentconfidencelevel.

- lO. have at least an annual check to ensure that variationin effluent
characteristics(part'iclesize, mass activityconcentrations,etc.)
have not changed significantly.

MONITORINGCRITERIA

" The term "monitoring"appliesto the use of radiationdetectioninstrumentation
to _G_ure the amount of radioactivitycollectedby LI,=cullecLionn_dia.
Gaseouseffluentmonitoringsystemsshall.

I. monitorthe samplescollected(exceptfor the designatedinventory
sample)as detailed in itemsl-lO under SamplingCriteria. The monitor-

- ing system shall be able to detect an activityreleaseat least as low
as one half that requiredfor the Class I Action Level listed in
ARH-222,ARHCO EmergencyProcedure1.9 (or the EmergencyProcedurethat
governsgaseous dischargesfor the specificfacility).

2. detect the radiationfrom radionuclidesin the effluentstreamwith
_mr

appropriatesensitivityfor the radiationemitted.

3. operatein a continuousmode, except for short periodswhile samples
are being changed,whenever the facilityis exhaustingto the atmospl_ere.

_ 4. be equippedwith the same number of back-uppower systemsas the exhaust
fans of the facility.

5. incorporatea permanentrecorderto documentthe level of radioactivity
measuredby the radiationdetectioninstrument.

II/14/75
DJC:bac
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6. be providedwlth a "fail-safe"system that alarmswhen a malfunction
occurs In the radiationdetectioninstrumentor upon loss of vacuum.

7. alarm at a pre-set"trip"point that is consistentwith a Class II
Actia;_Level as specifiedin ARH-222,ARHCO Em.ergencyProcedure
1.9 (_,"the EmergencyProcedurethat governsgaseousdischargesfor

". the specific facility).

8. be able to detect a Class II Action Level as specifiedin ARH-222,
ARHCO EmergencyProcedure1.9 (or the EmergencyProcedurethat governs
gaseousdischargesfor the specificfacility)in less than 24 hours.

9. alarm visuallyand audiblyin a continuouslyoccupiedarea for both
the "fail-safe" alarm(s) and the emergency alarm(s).

10. be equipped with sufficient range to detect activity levels up to
100 times the Class II Action Level in ARH-222, ARHCOEmergency
Procedure 1.9 (or the Emergency Procedure that governs gaseous discharges
for the specific facility).

II. have the radiationdetectioninstrumentationcalibratedonat least
a quarterlybasis. "

11114175
DJC'bac
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APPENDIX B

ARHCO Emergency Procedure: 2.7.7

WESF Loss of Electrical Power
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uA.AOEn WESF
_IASTEPROCESSING LOSS OF ELECTRICALPOWER 2.7.7

2.7.7 WESF- LOSSOF ELECTRICALPOWER

A. Introduction
iul

Loss of normal electricalservice is potentiallyan emergency
situationin that the ventilationsystems,the chilledwater system
and the processand instrumentair compressorswould be shut down.
WF.SFis providedwith its own diesel drivengeneratorin the event
of loss of normal electricalservice. Upon loss of normal service, i-
the diesel driven generatorautomaticallystarts and suppliespower
to key system.

)

B. ImnecllateAction i
i

I. The supervisorshall notify the electrician,the power operator l-

and Radiation Monitoring. i
i

2. The supervisorshall initiatethe shutdownproceduresand place
the processesin a surveillancestatusper emergencyprocedures
as rapidly as possible. )

l-

C. Discussion

1. Emergenc.v Diesel Urtven Generator

a. When the incoming ]tne voltage drops below 335 volts, the
diesel starting circuit is energized.

b. When the generated voltage reaches 432 volts the motor
operated transfer switches are activated switching key
loads over to emergency power.

c. If the outage is extended, arrangements should be made to
• obtain additionaldiesel fuel (supplytank holds sufficient

fuel for approximtely 16-18 hours at norml consumption),

To Be Reviewed. 12-I-75
i

0.,,12.10-74'°'u'° ,u,.,=,co,(,1.25.74,,_.o,,co I __"'1 o,. 2 E,,,,,.,,¢,2.7.7--oc (o,,.c
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AtllntJc Ht:hfleld Hanford Company

A_--d,..Ww._.=. EMERGENCY PROCEDURE

2. _stems on EmergencyPower

"" a. I,ICC#2 and #3 (225-B)

Kl and K3 Supply and ExhaustFans
Storage Basin RecirculationPumps
Canyon Crane

, Vacuum Pumps
InstrumentPower (PanelBoard "C")
Cell Lighting& EmergencyLighting
TK-IOO Pump
High Risk CoolingWater oiverterValve (PanelBoard "A",
225-BD)

i

b. MCC #4 and #5 (225-BC)

Air Compressors(#1 and #2)
Either of the two water chiller refrigerationunits
CoolingTower Equipmentassociatedwith Fan K5-15-1

. ChilledWater RecirculationPun_s
CondenSerWater Pumps
225-BC Heaters(2) and ExhaustFan

ii. Return to Normal Power
_ i illlm

.. EmergencyDiesel O..rivenGenerator

1. When line voltageexceeds432 volts the transferswitches
switch back to normal power.

2. The diesel-generatorstartingcircuitis de-energized. The
_ diesel-e_.neratorshuts down by a shutdowntime delay relay.

Prepared by I __o __ I -- Date_ ,. f/_m_ _$7 _

R_ie._by.,_.,,C 7_-_-_._-_--._,_te.'(_'-"_
M_nageE -.;_S_ Enf_apsulation

_,_-',_.',,,.._..'_/;,-_. t_ 7
Approved'by,_' CZ_>_'Il_l'o--//_._c/uY,_ Date11./_7/7:/

. _nager X Personn'e,l-J_.Toteff._*rbn / /

Nanager- Waste Processi'ng

To Be Reviewed: 12-1-75

_ oATr ISIUICO IUP[IqI_rlDI_I Illl, i lr DATI_D IliAGE: ElviEHGENCY PRC)CI.L)UIal

-. !2-I0-74 1-25-74 2 o. 2 NO.2.7.7

ll_-_.OO-Olll {l-'/_l)
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APPENDIX C

ARHCO _mergency Procedure: 2.7.9
WESF Loss of Ventilation
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1 .,.Aos, WESF_JASTEPROCESSING LOSS OF VENTILATION 2.7.9
)

2.7.9 WESF- LOSS OF VENTILATION

A. Introduction

The WESF ventilationis accomplishedby three supplysystems and two
exhaustsystems to the main stack. Those areas having no potential
for being contaminatedhave a separatesupply and exhaustsystem.
The two exhaustsystems (KI and K3) exhaust the operatingarea and

_ servicearea, the processcells and canyonrespectively. In the
event of fan or filterfailurethe K3 system is providedwith backup
filtersand the K'_and K3 systemswith exhaustfans in parallelwith
the on-lineunits. Further.X;h_K3 SYstem is prgvidedwith a steam
jet for final exhausterbackup.

B. ImmediateAction
ii mll

I. The supervisorshall notify the power operatorof any
ventslation irregularities.

Z. In the event of a power outage the diesel driven generatorwill
- supply emergencypower to operatethe KI and K3 exhaustfans

and the KI and K3 supply fans.

3. In the event of a complete power outage and failure of emergency
generator the building shall be immediately evacuated. Tlte

• supervisor shall then verify t_at the emergency K3 exhauster
- jet is operating.

C. Radiation and Contamination Control
i mm I i

1. The supervisor shall request radiation monitoring surveys of
the operating areas and service areas.

2; The air monitors shall be frequently checked during periods of
ventllationirregularities.

o

3. When necessary,personnelmovementbetween ventilationzones
shall be restrictedfor purposesof isolatingpotentialor

"- actual contamination.

,B .o

To Be Reviewed: 12-I-75

- 12-10-74 1-25-74 I o,, 2 2.7.9
-- l

$4-4000-0t$ 1|-73)
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4nNi m:_h_WdHanfordC_nmny
w_mu EMEROENCY PROCEDURE

Reviewed by _" .._. z_-_.__ Uate /'t-z .T/..7 ¢4"

,,op,-o,,°d,______o::;,__,,o,t, _'
,,/ # /// ,

Manager ;/aste- P "'rocessi ng

To Be Reviewed: 12..1-75
iii

OAT lr IIli_ll[O IUPENIKOII IllUI[ DATEO PAQI (MKNGENCY PR OC I 0 u,i t

12-I0-74 1-25-74 2 o, 2 .o. 2.7.9 _
_ I ,,, I , -- -- Z_-.

S4-iO00-OSl il-71l,
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APPENDIX D

ARttCO F_ergency Procedure: 2.7.12

WESF Radioactive Gaseous Discharge

°

lw

z
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PERSONNEL PROTECTION

ii

,,k,u ,, ,,,( +uojzcT ct.,ss,,,c,t,oN

u,.,OSM WESF -.
Waste Processi ng RADIOACTIVEGASEOUSDISCHARGE ARH-2.7.1 2

• iii • mill i iiiii |

2.7.12 WESF- RADIOACTIVEGASEOUSDISCHARGE

A. Introduction

Ventilation exhaust gas from contaminated or potentially contaminated
zones in the 225-8 Building is exhausted to the atmosphere via the
70-foot high fiberglass reinforced plastic stack south of the building.
Exhaust gas flows and fission product activity are continuously
monitored at the stack and at the K1 and K3 filters. -

The potential exists for uncontrolled release of radioactivity when-
ever fissionproductsare processed. In the event of a significant
discharge the following instructions apply. I

B. Stgnal , -

An alarm circuit ts tripped by the continuous recorder for the
sampler or samplers. The alarm causes an audible alara and
illuminates an alara light on the supervisory panel board in the
operating gallery.

c. Action Requir_i+

1. Sul_,rvt,sor'

a. Uponreceivingan alara the responslblesupervisorwill
Immedlatelyinvestigateto determineif the alarm is due to
hlgh radioactivityor due to instrumentmalfunction.

b. The supervisorwill requestreplacementsof the air sample
and an immediatecount of the sample by RadiationMonitoring.

c. The supervisorwill notifyhis managementif the alarm is
found to be due to a radioactivitylevel that exceedsthe
levelsdescribedin SectionD, below.

d, The supervisorwill initiatean investigationto determine
the sourceof radioactiveemissions.

e. The supervisorwill keepmanagementinformedthroughoutthe
progressof the investigations.He will consultvith manage-
ment upon the courseof action to resolvethe problemand will
preparea writtenreportof the investigationand _indings.

I

i|i| i

o.,t,,,,,o Jreviewdate supersedes date issued ,,G, _._,o,,c, ,,oc(ou-(12-I0-74 12-I-75 1-25-74 I o, 4 ,o 2.7.12
' ..--oo'-o+o _,,-.',_

ll_,llk 1111114ill ill611,
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- 2. Radiation.MonitoringResponsibilities

R_.diationMonitoringwill provide'assistanceby changingair
samples,countingsamplesand,evaluatingdata.

3. EnjIineering

Engineeringwill providetechnicalassistanceas required
during the investigation,isolationand resolutionof problems.

m

4. ManagementResponsibilities

" a. Waste ProcessingSectionmanagementwill provideguidanceas
requiredduring the investigation,isolationand resolution
of problems.

b. The Manager,Waste ProcessingSectionwill determinewhen
environmentaldischargeswarrantdefiningthe situationas

- being in the emergencycategory.

c. Waste Processingmanagementwill implementactivitiesrequired
of personnelunder emergencyconditions.

d. The Manager,Waste Processingwill communicateall information
- to Departmentalmanagementrequiredunder emergencyconditions.

D. SituationDefinitionsand Actlons

I. ,Class I

" Definition

Daily environmentaldischargeexceedsten percentof the release
level values specifiedin the attachedtable and returnsto less
than I0 percentwithin 48 hours.

- Action

Notify plantmanagementwho will in turn notifydepartme.nt
" management. Investigateto determinethe cause. Document

investigationand con'clusions.

"" 2. Class II
l

Definition

- Daily environmentaldischargeexceedsten percentof the release
level values in the attachedtable for more than 48 hours.

=

o,, =,==u==rev i _- cfa_- s-u-peFs-_(]es---B_Ei_'--issuedI'" _ I _ " " [ * O [ N C " " " O C [ O U R ' "

" L 2.7.12- 12-10-74 12-1-75 1-25-74 . 2..... o, 4 .o .....
ql_ e_-_-O)0. ) IS-I=)

eee_e
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Action
, ,|

Notify plant managementwho will in turn notify department and
division management. Investigate to determine the cause.
Documentthe investigationand conclusions.

3, Class III - An Emergency

Definition

Environmental discharge exceeds the release level value in the
attachedtable.

Action

Notify plantmanagementwho will in turn notifydepartment,
divisionmanagementand the U. S. Atomic EnergyCommission.
Promp-lyinvestigateto determinethe cause and correctiveaction.

4. Class IV - An,. Emergency

Definition
iii ri

Environmentaldischargethat exceedsten times the releaselevel
values In the attachedtable.

Action
m i

Notify plant managementimmediately. They will in turn"notify
departmentand divisionmanagementwho will ingnediatelynotify
the LI.S. Atomic EnergyCommission. Investigatepromptlyto
determinethe cause and correctiveactions. If controlcannot
be imme-iatelyestablishedor the dischargehas exceeded
lOO times the releaselevel values,the facilityshall be
shut down. Documentthe investigationand conclusions•
Positiveactionwill be taken to preventrecurrence.

Prepared by_ _#'./_..¢ __ Date ,'/- ._:'- _" "

ReViewedby _ C _'-r-'r--,-_7,. Date ),'-,__-7 _/
Subsection Manager. " "

Approvedby_ _ (/_,+_ o__q//__.l,_ Date 7 q

lre_e/V Fr'ht e_f°n _ / ,- ,• ,,,
Se_ibn Manager
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GaseousHastes

References: ARH-220- RadiationProtectionStandardsand Controls
ARH-2729-WESF ProcessSpecificationsand Standards

Gaseousradioactivewastes (mi_tsor gases)shall be controlledso that the
" amountsreleasedwill be kept as small as practicableand should not average

greaterthan the followingamounts:

,Constituent Weekly DischargeLimit

90Sr <I x 10-3 curies/week

137Cs <1 x 10"2 curies/week

<2 x 10-2 curies/week
Total Beta

w

w
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